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Abstract
In this paper, we describe our approach to dealing with cluttered scenes of simple objects in the context of common pickand-place tasks for assistive robots. We consider the case when the robot enters an unknown environment, meaning that
it does not know about the shape and size of the objects it should expect. Having no complete model of the objects makes
detection through matching impossible, thus we propose an alternative approach to deal with unknown objects. Since
many objects are cylindrical or box-like, or at least have such parts, we present a method to locate the best parameters for
all such shapes in a cluttered scene. Our generic approach does not get more complex as the number of possible objects
increases, and is still able to provide robust results and models that are relevant for grasp planning. We compared our
approach to earlier methods and evaluated it on several cluttered tabletop scenes captured by the Microsoft Kinect sensor.
Keywords: 3D perception for robots, clutter segmentation, RANSAC, Hough voting, single-view models for grasping
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Introduction

Robots that operate in dynamic environments are unlikely
to have models of every object they can encounter. Still,
for tasks like cleaning up a table, it is important that they
manipulate objects only based on partial information. If
only one side is partially observable due to high clutter, we
can make use of assumptions about physical stability, symmetry and frequent shapes of objects or their parts in order
to generate completed models. These models describe the
hidden back sides as well, and provide the robot with valid
surfaces that can be stably grasped. An example of the
considered scenario is shown in Figure 1.

Our previous attempts focused either on reconstruction of
objects in non-cluttered scenes [3, 4], or on solving some
aspects of over-segmentation [5, 6]. In this paper, we extend the latter approaches by using Hough-based voting
to make the results more stable. We combine the modelcompleting approach from [5] with the ability to deal with
cluttered scenes from [6], enhancing both approaches. Improvements are also made by adding result filtering checks
by the use of geometric features based on [4]. Our method
iteratively finds the best reconstruction of the objects by
accumulating votes cast by multiple randomized detections, and performs verification by taking into account the
knowledge about occluded and free space. It can also be
applied sequentially on different views of the same data set
for a better scene perception.

Kinect
(Microsoft)

PR2 Robot
(Willow Garage)

Figure 1: 3D camera mounted on the PR2 robot for modeling cluttered scenes from tabletops.
As presented in other works [1, 2] these simple partial reconstructions of the geometry can be used efficiently and
effectively for grasping. Robots can use them to deal with
previously unknown objects right away, without the need
of training data or pre-computed grasp points.

Figure 2: Upper-Left: fitting approach described in [6].
Upper-Right: our current approach on the same data set.
Bottom-Left: cluttered scene of household objects captured by the Microsoft Kinect sensor. Bottom-Right: Reconstructed 3D object models.

As shown in Figure 2 (top), the method presented in [6]
lacks the stability of the matches (and the ability to detect
cuboids) that we can achieve through accumulating, filtering and refining our randomized fits. That work was based
on the very accurate SICK LMS 400 laser, but for the remainder of our experiments we were using the Microsoft
Kinect, which is noisier, without losing the precision and
stability of our models. An example result of our method
on the Kinect data can be seen in Figure 2 (bottom).
Through the integration of all the previous work into a
Hough voting framework, we were able to deal with high
degrees of clutter, while still producing stable fits and
back-side reconstructions of typical objects. While we limited our approach to physically stable cylinders and boxes
(i.e. those standing on flat surfaces), in general, Hough voting can be applied for a multitude of models. Still, as summarized in Table 1, most objects in the following model
databases are covered by these models:
• TUM Organizational Principles Database (OPD),
http://tinyurl.com/bp9u69m
• KIT Object Models Web Database (KIT),
http://tinyurl.com/c55726b
• TUM Semantic Database of 3D Objects (SDO),
http://tinyurl.com/crmquxr
• Household Objects DB from Willow Garage (WG),
http://tinyurl.com/cfwsly3
Cylindrical
Boxes
Other

OPD
151
69
99

KIT
43
52
15

SDO
12
12
11

WG
107
6
19

TOTAL
313
139
144

Table 1: Databases and contained object types.
All of these databases use more accurate 3D information
(especially the highly accurate acquisition method of KIT)
than Microsoft’s Kinect sensor, which we are using in our
experiments. This requires our method to be more resistant
to noise and use RANSAC for fitting.
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Related Work

Most significantly, our work differs from template matching methods [7, 8]. While such approaches can handle arbitrary shapes, they require the scans of the objects that are
to be located a priori. As argued earlier, this is not always
possible, and as the number of objects increase, so does the
look-up time for identifying all items in a scene.
Image-based approaches employing the state of the art
SIFT features suffer from the same problem. The detection of known objects is typically limited to pictures where
they are fully visible [9]. Lacking a means in general to
extract 3D information, these approaches cannot generate
models that describe 3D shapes and detect 3D symmetries
in order to estimate the back sides of objects.

Separating objects located in cluttered scenes was explored
for example in [10] with very promising results. However, the amount of clutter was relatively low, and human commands were needed in some cases to avoid undersegmenting object clusters.
In [11, 12] objects were detected by over-segmentation and
the application of machine learning techniques in order to
find predefined object types. Here we take a more general approach and do not require knowledge on the objects
which are to be located.
Segmentation of 3D clutter is presented in [13, 14] but
without the model extraction phase. The last two approaches are promising, and incorporating them as an initial step for our algorithm would bring us closer to solving
the problem of object detection and grasping in clutter.
A similar approach is detailed in [15], where authors
use cylinder models for their detection. However, in our
method we combine RANSAC and Hough voting to allow
the fitting of boxes as well. Additionally, the fitting, filtering and refitting steps allow us to recover from many
problematic situations, as shown in Figure 4.
In [16] the authors present a system for segmenting 3D
scenes by extending traditional image segmentation approaches to 3D. The framework described in [16] requires
seed points in order to segment objects, whereas determining the optimum position and correct number of seed
points is not straightforward.
Another interesting method is described in [17]. Here authors use multiple views – up to 10 – of a certain scene,
to locate objects in cluttered indoor environments. The paper concentrates on cases where visual detectors usually
fail. This approach manages to segment objects by using
a learning stage of occlusion models from the registered
images and point clouds.
Although the final results presented in [16, 17] look
promising, these methods were only tested in cluttered
scenes of low complexity. This means that objects are
fairly apart from each other, only slightly occluding other
objects. Also cases where objects are touching each other
are not reported, thus being of importance in real-life scenarios. Despite obvious difficulties, our method managed
to segment table top scenes with dense clutter, in which
some objects are even on top of each other.
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Data Preprocessing

Before the algorithm can start fitting models and build up
the parameter space, there are some important processing
stages which need to be completed: (i) estimating the planar support for the object and selecting the points above it
[5, 6]; (ii) statistical outlier removal [6]; (iii) estimation of
normal vectors [18] and curvature values [18]; (iv) computation of Radius-based Surface Descriptor (RSD) values
[4]; and last (v) clustering the point cloud into connected
components [6].

Figure 3: An overview of computational stages and execution flow of our segmentation pipeline.

We use the statistical outlier removal to filter out sparse
points which are considered to be noise. The curvature and
RSD values are used to determine whether a point belongs
to a linear or circular surface. Normal vectors of points are
used to check if they are consistent with the specific model
coefficients, and clustering is used in order to reduce the
search space, by separating object groups that are physically distant. But in the case of clutter, the touching or
close positioned objects are clustered together, which for
example is the case of the point cloud (bottom) presented
in Figure 2. The same method is also used for clustering
of model inliers and detecting the highest accumulations of
votes in the parameter space.
Our segmentation method makes use of the Point Cloud
Library1 (PCL), and the Robot Operating System2 (ROS).
All the above mentioned steps, which make up the preprocessing part of the segmentation pipeline, are described in
the references and do not constitute the subject of the paper
at hand. In the following sections we describe the algorithmic part of our method for solving object clutter.
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Segmentation of Clutter

After the preprocessing steps have been successfully completed, the segmentation algorithm starts. The method is
iterative, and the set of model fittings is applied multiple
times to each cluster of the input point cloud. Usually the
algorithm has to run around I = 25 iterations in order to
build a reliable parameter space and be able to extract objects accurately. Later on, the parameter space will be clustered into regions to find the highest densities of votes. An
overview of the process is presented in Figure 3.
It starts by fitting models, i.e. 2D line and circle, using the
RANSAC algorithm to the projections of the clusters onto
the table plane. In order to check if the fitted models are
valid or not, we use different filters which we describe in
the following section.
1
2

http://pointclouds.org/
http://www.ros.org/wiki/

The segmentation algorithm can be briefly described using
the following steps:
• Run the RANSAC-based model fitting on each connected component I times as follows:
– fit 2D line and circle models to and temporarily
remove their inliers from the point cloud;
– filter model inliers as described in Section 5;
– if more than N = 100 inliers remain, the fitted
model will be accepted and saved to the parameter space; otherwise, it will be rejected;
– repeat the previous 3 steps until there are too
few points remaining;
• Obtain the highest concentration of votes from the
parameter spaces and select the model type to be fit;
• Recompute the model inliers, and remove the detected object from the point cloud;
• Repeat until there are no points left in cluster.
The fixed inlier threshold mentioned above represents the
minimum number of points in order for one fitted model to
be accepted in the parameter space. In order to obtain the
full box model from the identified front face (2D line), we
use a region-growing approach with different consistency
checks to assure that the complete box, and only a single
object is encompassed in the final model.
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Inlier Filtering

Model fitting algorithms are not perfect and there is always
a need to find reliable ways on how to reject the wrongly
fitted models, as seen in Figure 4. For circles, the inliers
need to form a maximum of two clusters, as 3D scans capture the 2D projection of cylindrical objects as either one
or two semicircles, or a complete circle, depending on the

viewpoint. Therefore, circle models which present more
than two clusters are often inaccurate and are discarded.
In addition the detected clusters of inliers would need to
be at the same height, since objects are lying upright on a
kitchen surface, like e.g. table or counter. Analogously, for
the estimation of line models, the inliers should group only
into one cluster, and line models which have more than one
cluster should be rejected. Usually that cluster is found on
the object’s side which is oriented towards the scanning
viewpoint.

Figure 4: Cases of incorrect model fits solved by the filtering features. Left: originally fit models, inliers with cyan.
Right: corrected models by filtering, inliers in blue.
Besides the above mentioned constraints, our method
makes use of the point cloud features mentioned earlier in
Section 3. These features are meant to improve the filtering
of our system and reject badly fitted models in clutter and
to seed up the algorithm. The curvature value of a point
tells if that particular point belongs to a planar or circular
surface. As shown in Figure 5, if the value is low, i.e. red
end of the spectrum, it usually belongs to a straight surface,
otherwise the point belongs to a round one, blue end. This
division between the two surface types is achieved by using an empirically determined threshold set to ε = 0.010.
By checking each model’s inliers, the method filters out
points which do not present a match, i.e. line inlier with
planar surface or circle inlier with circular surface.
Similarly, the RSD values tell us the estimated radii of the
circles which can be fitted to certain points. This feature
returns two numbers, the minimum and maximum surface
radius, out of which our method uses only the first one in
order to check circle models. Naturally, if a point has a
low minimum radius, red end of color scale, it probably
belongs to a round surface, and vice versa with the blue
end. This is exemplified in the scene shown in Figure 5.
Since the radius values computed by RSD give metric extents, it is straightforward for our method to compare the
principal radii of the inlier points against the radius of the
new circle. Inliers which have a minimum surface radius
close to that of the circle are kept, and the rest are filtered
out. From what we experienced so far, values usually have
to be around ∆ = ±0.020 m of the circle’s radius in order
to get accepted.

Figure 5: Features represented by color maps. Top: curvature values of points. Bottom: minimum surface radii
taken from computed RSD values.
Although the curvature and radius features might seem
identical in functionality, throughout intensive testing we
came to the conclusion that these two features are complementing each other, improving the overall performance of
the method. An additional check for correctly assigning
inliers involves the estimated surface normals. By computing the vector u from the model’s center to each inlier
point, we can calculate the angle θ between the vector and
the normal n of each inlier point as:
θ = arccos(|u· n|/||u||· ||n||),

(1)

where the absolute value of the dot product between the
two vectors is computed in order to assure a correct value
for θ even if the normals are not flipped in the correct direction. Note that all vectors are projected onto the table
plane as well. If the resulting angle is within given limits, it
is considered a valid inlier, if not it is deleted. When dealing with inliers which are on a circular surface, the angle
should be close to 0 (or π in the case of uncorrected normal directions), and closer to π/2 radians for inliers which
belong to a flat surface.
After the above mentioned set of rules and features where
applied the implausible inliers where filtered out. The algorithm checks if the number of remaining inliers is above
a certain minimum threshold, set empirically to N = 100
points. If this is the case, one vote with the model’s parameters will be cast in the according parameter space. In
the end, each constraint does its part on deciding whether
certain points are plausible inliers or incorrectly assigned.
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Results

We evaluated our method using several Kinect frames, with
varying level of clutter, and present the results in this section. Since results on scenes containing low levels of clutter are working with extremely high accuracy, we focus on
results obtained on more challenging scans. Some interesting results that highlight the advantages of our method are
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7: Examples of reconstructed objects in different
cluttered tabletop scenes.
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Figure 6: Touching and occluding objects. Top: marking
points as belonging either to planar or circular surfaces.
Bottom: segmented and reconstructed 3D object models.
To quantitatively evaluate our results, we measured the
variation of the fitted models and the average error over
10 runs, for boxes and cylinders alike. We compared the
results with those in [5] and presented them in Table 2.
The height estimation is unproblematic and was left out.

Original
[5]
Current
Approach

µ
σ
µ
σ

Box
Width
1.75
2.26
0.35
0.16

Box
Depth
8.92
0.62
8.48
0.01

Cylinder
Radius
3.80
3.04
2.52
0.88

Cylinder
Center
no data
4.56
no data
1.38

Table 2: Comparison of the original RANSAC-based
method with the extensions from this paper. We report the
mean error µ and the measurements’ standard deviation σ
in millimeters for 10 runs. Please note that ground truth
data on object position was unknown.
Reconstruction of complete Kinect scenes are shown Figure 7, and the effect of the number of iterations I is evaluated in Table 3.
Iterations
Boxes
Cylinders

5
9
4

15
10
5

25
11
6

50
10
6

75
11
5

100
11
6

125
11
6

150
11
6

Table 3: Correctly detected objects out of the 11 boxes and
6 cylinders from the scene in Figure 2. The algorithm was
run multiple times, with different values set to I.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have shown how to increase the robustness of RANSAC fits when dealing with clutter through
employing a set of inlier filters and the use of Hough voting. Multiple runs can be accumulated in a Hough-space in
order to filter out bad fits, and the same principle could be
applied to multiple scans, enabling multi-view recognition,
similarly to [11].
We have applied our method to identify and reconstruct
objects (or their parts) in clutter, providing a completed
cylindrical or box-like model that includes the back side.
This information is enough for many of the objects to be
grasped without having an a priori model.
In our experiments we showed the efficiency and robustness of our method and how typical table scenes are reconstructed. This work ties in well with our previous work
on model verification and multi-layered reconstruction that
can be used to further enhance the results.
In the future, we plan to exploit the added advantages of the
Kinect sensor to include color information where possible
to aid the model selection. Visual information could alleviate the problems during segmenting objects which have
the same extent and are touching while being aligned with
one another, as based on geometric information alone it is
impossible to segment those into separate models.
A closer integration with the robot’s manipulation and interaction capabilities could also help to disambiguate some
of the segmentations, analogously, as shown in [19]. Additionally, moving away from the stability assumption would
enable dealing with arbitrarily stacked objects, but the robustness and efficiency of detections in that higher dimensional search space is what we need to verify.
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